Look Who Lives in the Desert!
Adaptations 1
An adaptation is a special design in an animal’s body that has developed over time to help it survive. Adaptations can
serve many purposes such as protection or getting food. Some animals require special adaptations to live in the desert
because it is such a harsh, dry environment. Read the book and using the animals below, fill in each blank with the one
that properly completes the sentence.

cougar

tortoise

roadrunner

kangaroo rat

gecko

owl

kit fox

rattlesnake

bobcat

javelina

vulture

jack rabbit

A ___________________ has fur on the bottom of its feet to protect them from the hot sand.
A ___________________ has a bald head to keep from getting messy when it eats at a carcass.
A ___________________ has extra long ears to help it control its body temperature.
A ___________________ has a tail that falls off to escape from predators.
A ___________________ has course, bristly hair to protect it from prickly cactus and bushes.
A ___________________ has retractable claws to help it move silently.
A ___________________ has a hard shell to pull inside for protection.
A ___________________ has large, yellow eyes to help it see well at night.
A ___________________ has a noisy tail to shake and warn intruders.
A ___________________ has pouches in its cheeks to help it carry food.
A ___________________ has X-shaped feet to help it run faster.
A ___________________ has mottled or spotty coloring to help it blend into its surroundings.
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Look Who Lives in the Desert!
Adaptations 1 KEY
An adaptation is a special design in an animal’s body that has developed over time to help it survive. Adaptations can
serve many purposes such as protection or getting food. Some animals require special adaptations to live in the desert
because it is such a harsh, dry environment. Read the book and using the animals given below, fill in each blank with the
one that properly completes the sentence.

cougar

tortoise

roadrunner

kangaroo rat

gecko

owl

kit fox

rattlesnake

bobcat

javelina

vulture

jack rabbit

A ______kit fox________ has fur on the bottom of its feet to protect them from the hot sand.
A ______vulture________ has a bald head to keep from getting messy when it eats at a carcass.
A _____jackrabbit_______ has extra long ears to help it control its body temperature.
A ______gecko________ has a tail that falls off to escape from predators.
A _____javelina________ has course, bristly hair to protect it from prickly cactus and bushes.
A ______cougar________ has retractable claws to help it move silently.
A ______tortoise_______ has a hard shell to pull inside for protection.
An_______owl_________ has large, yellow eyes to help it see well at night.
A _____rattlesnake______ has a noisy tail to shake and warn intruders.
A ____kangaroo rat_______ has pouches in its cheeks to help it carry food.
A _____roadrunner______ has X-shaped feet to help it run faster.
A ______bobcat________ has mottled or spotty coloring to help it blend into its surroundings.
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